Promoting a Reading Environment for Children with Dyslexia in Japan
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No reservation

reserved

writing board
I had reserved a book but couldn’t come to pick it up before the due date. I know the book should be in the library and I still want to borrow it.
ex...

Are you looking for books?
We need to know how they want to communicate, and we need books in formats which they can access.
My children

dyslexia

① ② ③ ④
My daughter has dyslexia...

Do you know DAISY multimedia books?

But...the library didn’t have a single DAISY multimedia book.
Read it yourself
Read on DAISY multimedia books
Group of volunteers called “Chofu DAISY” started organizing lectures.
皆さんこんにちは
今朝 岐阜からこちらに向かって来ました
とってもいい天気で よかったなと思っております
shelf for multimedia DAISY books as well as a computer which can be used to read them.
Every public library in Japan has a notice on the wall which reads:

“It is the most important responsibility of libraries to offer collected materials and library facilities to the people who have the Right to Know as one of their fundamental human rights.”
Thank you for your attention!